Project Status Health- Quality Criteria Report

Project Name: Hackademics

July 17, 2014

Does the project meet the health criteria: Mostly

- It has active leaders assisting in OWASP project summits and promoting their tool through OWASP chapters and conferences and GSOC
- The project has an updated open source repository in github accessible to the community: https://github.com/Hackademic/hackademic
- Project is vendor neutral (no logo or mentioning of any organization on the wiki or any other info source)
- It has a very good summary and description about the project
- It has a significant number of contributors (8)
- Has a friendly license (Apache License V2.0)
- It has a mailing list: https://lists.owasp.org/mailman/listinfo/owasp-hackademic-challenges
- It has a good track record resolving issues (wiki at github): Closed 68, Open: 28 (opens mostly with dates in the last 8 months)

Issues:

- It lacks a Roadmap
- It lacks a FAQ
- Some info on the wiki page is outdated and does not correspond to actual information
- Didn’t find a user guide or presentation

Status Code Legend

- Healthy
- Warning signs
- High Risk issues: At risk, with a high risk of going off track
- Off Track: Potential problematic issues
Does the project meet Quality Criteria: Mostly

- Project builds without issues (using TeamCity 8.1)
- Easy to install and use
- Release is stable

Issues

- Live version is not accessible even though it is promoted through the wiki
- The code has some serious security vulnerabilities (Reflected vulnerabilities XSS and Cookies not set as HTTP only) (live version issues?)

Project Abstract Status

This tool can be considered a LAB at both criteria. Very active leaders and the tool is being developed during this GSOC. Easy to install, it builds smoothly in TeamCity 8.1. To move forward as a candidate for flagship, they need to address the issues regarding updating their info, they need to provide better planning with a roadmap and main links in its wiki page should not be broken.